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INTRODUCTION 



An adaptation of the beautiful illustrated book of        
by Nicola Davies and Cathy Fisher, ‘Perfect’ is        
the story of a young boy and the birth of his           
disabled sister, and is the latest show from        
Tessa Bide Productions.  

 

A moving story of anticipation, expectation,      
disappointment, acceptance and ultimately,    
love, ‘Perfect’ is a story which will touch        
audiences of all ages. It will feature stunning        
illustrations from the book, two talented      
performers, puppetry and an original     
sound-score composed by the Matt Huxley (the       
composer for all of our previous shows).  
 
The production has undergone a ‘research and       
development’ phase, in partnership with May      
Park Primary School and Omnibus Theatre, Clapham which was generously funded by Arts Council              
England. Directed by Adam Fuller, with author Nicola Davies co-writing the script, the show will then be                 
further developed in March 2018, to tour from Easter onwards. 

 

TESTIMONIALS FROM PERFECT R&D SHARING 
“You brought a delicate and tender energy to it. I thought it was going to be about loss or death - and in 
some ways it was. Death of a dream or hope and innocence wasted but they are reborn and reimagined. 
A wonderful story to be working with!” 
 

“I loved it, found it very touching, exciting and genuine.” 
 

"Really enjoyed the tone, sense of air/lightness. Loved how open it was.” 
 

“It was heartbreaking when he discovers that his expectations won’t be met. I loved the simplicity of the 
songs. The music is very sweet and supportive. I liked the visuals… the colours of the soft pastel sunset 
were lovely and think that palette would work well.” 

 
INDUSTRY THOUGHTS:  
“From a programmer’s perspective it’s good because parents could get a lot from this too, different ages; 
different perspectives.”  

 
 "The subject matter is being sensitively explored and the piece demonstrated the potential to be 
accessible to varying audiences with non-verbal, physical storytelling and puppetry. Music was delicately 
constructed to complement and heighten the emotive storytelling." Laura Woodward: Farnham Maltings 
 
"The exploration of a sibling relationship in its very first instance, from the notion, dream of a sister to the 
reality of a very new baby really stuck in my mind. I loved the movement – it felt as though the show is 
moving towards that immersion – wrapping the audience in a swooping, soaring movement of birds." 
Michelle Welbourn: Battersea Arts Centre 
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REVIEWS ON PREVIOUS WORKS 
"A very special show not to be missed." Primary Times (on 'A Strange New Space' - winner of the 
Primary Times' Children's Choice Award at The Edinburgh Fringe Festival 2017) 
 

"Tessa Bide has a rare talent for accessing the inner vision of a child in such a natural way." 
Manchester's Finest (On ‘A Strange New Space’) 
 

"This is a very lovely show not just about the journey and adventures of a refugee child but about the 
brilliance of the imagination." Weston Super Mum (On ‘A Strange New Space’) 
 

"There is something magical about this solo production. Stripped of words, the production rests on Tessa 
Bide’s performance, which captivates the audience from the start. Her performance is imbued with 
humour and compassion as she gently guides the audience through Amira’s travails."  

★★★★ Female Arts (On ‘A Strange New Space’) 
 

"An emotional rollercoaster...The topic of child refugees has been handled with great care and 
tenderness. We applaud Bide for getting the balance just right... just goes to show what an inspiring 
production this is, sparking curiosity and genuine wonder." Curious Mum (On ‘A Strange New Space’) 
 

"Lovely audience interaction and excellent comic timing...It’s impossible not to believe in and warm to 
Bide as a performer – she is winning, charismatic and versatile." Children's Theatre Reviews (On ‘A 
Strange New Space’) 
 

"I absolutely loved A Strange New Space - its a really beautiful, ambitious and important piece of work. 
It's very exciting to see such a complicated issue unpacked for such a young audience... It's like Kaftka for 
children. " Felicity Ward, Senior Producer at 
Omnibus, Clapham (London) (On ‘A Strange New 
Space’) 

 

“The perfect example of a show where the adults are          
just as enthralled as the kids.” A Younger Theatre         
★★★★(on The Tap Dancing Mermaid)  
 

"If you drew up a checklist of all the things a good            
children’s show should contain, The Tap Dancing       

Mermaid would tick every box." The List ★★★★(on        
The Tap Dancing Mermaid)  
 

“Tessa Bide understands children in a way that can’t be           
taught.” Children’s Theatre Reviews (On The Tap       
Dancing Mermaid 

 

“Bide absolutely smashes the fourth wall – this is just          
everything a children’s theatre experience should be.”       
Childplays (on The Tap Dancing Mermaid) 

 

“We knew straight away this was going to be a great show for kids.” Weston Super Mum (on Tessa                     
Bide’s The Melody Makers) 
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CREDITS: 

Devised by the company 

Original story by Nicola Davies & Cathy Fisher  

Performers: Tessa Bide & Stephanie De Whalley 

Director/Dramaturg: Adam Fuller 

Movement Director & SEN Advisor: Laura Street 

Composer: Matt Huxley 

Designer: Luned Gwawr Evans 

Design Assistant: Marta Smyk 

Lighting Designer: Joe Stathers 

Assistant Producer & Understudy: Claire Crawford 

Production Assistant: Alice Palmer 

Produced by Tessa Bide Productions 

 

 

ABOUT TESSA BIDE 
Tessa Bide is passionate about delivering high-quality       
theatrical experiences to children that inspire and excite        
but never patronise. She aims to excite the adults just as           
much as the children. Tessa has made four Arts Council          
England-funded productions: The Tap Dancing Mermaid,      
Arnold’s Big Adventure, The Melody Makers and A        
Strange New Space.  
 
The Tap Dancing Mermaid is a solo show for family          
audiences which has toured to sold-out audiences and        
brilliant reviews across the UK (including a run at         
Summerhall, during the Edinburgh Fringe Festival 2015)       

and has now been sold to Pigtails Productions. Arnold’s Big Adventure is an innovative, intimate               
two-hander, set in a custom-built bell tent with specially-adapted canvas for 360° shadow puppetry              
around the outside. The Melody Makers is a festive musical adventure, with over 20 instruments played by                 
four talented Actor-Musicians throughout the show. A Strange New Space was a return to a one-woman                
show and was an entirely movement based production with absolutely no words!  
 
Tessa’s current show ‘Perfect’ is her first collaboration with an Author (Nicola Davies) as a company. The                 
production is an exciting two hander exploring one young boy’s acceptance of disability with the arrival of                 
his new baby sister. 
 
 
 

SYNOPSIS  
A young boy waits for the birth of his baby sister. His excitement bubbles over at the thought of a new                     
playmate to race and chase with, to run and jump and play hide and seek with. He can’t wait to tell her all                       
about the swifts which nest not far from the top window of the pointy house he lives in. Swifts are his                     
favourite. He has helped to build a cot, and has made a mobile that hangs above the empty space where                    
she will lie when she arrives. Everything is perfect. The boy watches the swifts as they swoop and scream                   
across the sky and disappear for their voyage to Africa. When they return, his sister will be here. He                   
waits.  
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We hear the sound of swifts and the baby finally          
arrives.  
 
“Can she do this?” he asks his Mother. "No." Is the           
soft reply. 
“Will she do that?”  "Maybe."  
“Or this?”  "No."  
“When will she...?” …  
“... Will she ever?”  "I don’t know." 
 
Things haven’t gone to plan. This isn’t what was         
supposed to happen. It isn’t right, it isn’t what he          
wanted. Drawings of happy faces and smiling siblings  
are scrunched up, along with the face that scribbles over the smiles. The boy isolates himself as his                  
mother adapts to the new reality of having a disabled baby. The boy is angry, he is sad, he is mad and                      
confused. He looks up into the sky and sees the swifts, circling, twirling, looping and whirling through the                  
sky. I want to be like them. Emotions crack and tip over as the swifts leave for their migration across the                     
globe. He is left, lonelier than before. He spends his time amusing himself outside of the home where his                   
baby sister sleeps and mother worries, for him and her newborn.  
 
On one solo excursion, the boy stumbles across a small life, crumpled amongst leaves on the floor. He                  
peers closer… A swift. And swifts shouldn’t be on the floor… their wings are too long - they get stuck if                     
they end up on the ground. The boy gingerly picks it up and checks it over. It looks so wrong up close -                       
it's wings too long and it's tiny legs puny and weak. He looks closer and discovers that it isn't hurt and                     
actually...it’s perfect. Perhaps, he thinks, it just needs a little help. The boy races home, the bird in his                   
arms, he knows just the place to launch in up into the air. 
 
The boy chases up the stairs of his pointy house, right up to the top window, he takes a breath and                     
releases the bird from the open window into the sky. The bird whistles through the air, swooping and                  
circling upwards through the currents in the sky and flaps away without a backward glance. 
 
He watches it as it disappears to a black smudge in a clear sky, closes the window and turns to sit, facing                      
his sister, asleep in the cot next to the window. His baby sister is quiet, warm, and lonely behind the cot                     
bars that separate her from him. He crosses the room, and the gulf that parts them, reaching a finger into                    
her soft sleepy world. She wraps her tiny hand around his outstretched finger and sighs. She is exactly as                   
she should be, and she’s been waiting for him. He looks at her. He smiles. She is perfect. Perhaps, like the                     
bird, she just needs a little help.  

 
This two hander features beautiful     
animated projections and illustrations    
from the book, multi-roling, puppetry and      
a stunning original soundscore. Largely     
non-verbal, it is accessible for a range of        
ages and abilities, and provides a      
memorable introduction to theatre for     
new young theatre go-ers. 
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THE PROCESS:  
The project underwent an Arts Council      
England funded R&D stage in October 2017,       
and will undergo a further development stage       
in March-April 2018. The company worked      
closely with partner organisations May Park      
Primary School, National Disability charity     
Sibs, and The Omnibus Theatre, Clapham in       
order to create the show.  
 

Working with May Park Primary School,      
one of the largest and most diverse primaries        
in Bristol, we ran a series of workshops across  
all KS2 year groups. These workshops enabled the children to experience drama and play with the themes                 
raised in the book of belonging, ability and disability, expectation and acceptance, which then went on to                 
inform the initial creative process.  
 
To ensure that we could deliver these workshops as a safe and positive experience for all involved, and to                   
inform the theme of the show, we partnered with Sibs, a charity specialising in supporting siblings of                 
those with disabilities across the UK.  
 
During rehearsals, the creative team expanded and built on the children’s ideas, generating material for               
the show. This was performed in work-in-progress showings at May Park, at partner venue The Omnibus                
and in Bristol.  
 

 

EDUCATIONAL THEMES 
Tessa is an experienced workshop leader and Arts Award Advisor and will be co-writing a free                
downloadable Teacher’s Resource Pack alongside the project’s consultant teacher Yvonne Dobson for            
schools to use alongside to the tour. The company are also available for workshops alongside the show. 

 

PSHE / Disability and able bodied people  

The show deals with feelings of disappointment, expectation and anticipation, loss, joy and acceptance -               
all universal themes young people grapple with regularly. We hope to spark discussions about our               
attitudes towards disability, and relationships like that of the young boy and his new sister. Through a                 
gentle introduction to the topic in an accessible and engaging way, we hope to break the complexities of                  
these issues down for young audiences, and enable them to have their voices and opinions heard. 

 

Drama / Dance & Movement  

As a simple language show, with little dialogue, movement is an integral and key storytelling device to                 
Perfect. We hope that a lack of dialogue will encourage children to see that there are many ways in which                    
to write and tell a story. The young boy tells his story through his body, and the birds he is fascinated by                      
tell their own. This cross pollination of movement is an interesting discussion point and the movement                
within the show, both by puppet and person could be a learning point on the different ways to create and                    
communicate a story. 
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MARKETING TOOLS 

● Flyers and posters - A5 flyers, A3 and A4 posters. 
● Full marketing support pack for venues (containing copy, press         

releases & PR ideas, box office information and biographical         
notes). 

● Promotional teaser film  
● Company website, Facebook page (600+ likes) and twitter        

presence (800+ followers). 
● Colour images supplied as jpegs. 
● Post-show Q&A and interviews with the company on request. 
 

OUTLINE COSTINGS 

 
● For 1 show per day, the fee is £700 plus travel 
● For 2 shows per day, the fee is £1000 plus travel 
● For longer runs or mini-tours (i.e. rural touring) a         

separate agreement will be negotiated.  
 

OUTLINE TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS  

The show is still in early development so technical requirements are an approximation.  

Generally: 

• Get in and fit up will take approximately 3 hours. Get out will take approximately 1 hour.  
• Minimum space 7m wide x 6m depth with a height of 5m. We have some flexibility within this. 
• Black box space required, with borders, legs and full black (or painted walls) in their standard 

configuration. 
 

Lighting: 
• We require the space to be pre-rigged ahead of our arrival. Where this is not possible please 

contact us so that we can arrange earlier access to the venue. 
• We tour with our own desk.  
• We carry all colour required, but if you have colour in stock it will save time in the get out. 
• Please feel free to substitute colour where necessary. 
 

Sound: 
• Operated from Q-Lab on toured computer, with external soundcard.   

• We require two balanced jack inputs to the house sound desk.   

• We require a stereo PA system appropriate to the space.   

• Where foldback is available, we will use it, but it is not required.   

 

 

For a full specification and plan please contact Joe Stathers on joe@joest.co.uk. 
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